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Bio 
Jason Hunt – Eye Squared Leadership 

 

 

 

SHORT 

Jason Hunt makes it easier for people to like and follow their leaders by helping them develop personal 
influence.  He is an author, an award-winning speaker, and the owner of Eye Squared Leadership.  

 
MEDIUM 

Jason Hunt makes it easier for people to like and follow their leaders.  He is the founder and CEO of Eye 
Squared Leadership and he has had the pleasure of working with organizations large and small, such as 
FedEx, the Taylor Corporation, McAfee, Jack Links, Pearson, and many associations.  Jason's first major 
leadership role was to run a branch of 100 church members in outer Siberia when he was 19.  Since 
then, he has served in a number of leadership positions, including principal of a school, where he 
pretty much just told everyone what they needed to do during one on ones.  It didn't go well.  Jason 
has master’s degree in leadership, is certified by the John Maxwell Leadership Institute, is the author of 
The Other Side: 5 Rules for Leading with Influence, and was awarded the National Speakers Association 
chapter member of the year award for 2021.  Jason lives in Owatonna, Minnesota with his wife and 
four kids. 
 

LONG 

Jason Hunt is a dynamic, engaging, and knowledgeable author and speaker. During his second year as a 
principal of a large middle school, Jason found himself hiding in a portable classroom because he didn't 
think he could do his "dream job." After realizing that leadership has less to do with process and much 
to do with people, Jason turned around the toxic culture of the school in 2 years. Jason has a passion of 
helping leaders realize the highest calling of leadership: Developing others. 
 
Jason's messages focus on developing an open, honest, and strong connection with those you serve. 
Being an introvert himself, he always provides relevant and practical tools for developing and 
strengthening relationships, even amid the many demands of leadership and he knows that the 
stronger your relationships are, the stronger your leadership is. 
 
Jason's first real experience in leadership was to run a branch of 100 church members in outer Siberia 
when he was only 19. Since then, he has been involved in many leadership positions. 
 
Jason has a master's degree from the University of Minnesota in leadership, is certified by the John 
Maxwell Leadership Institute, and is the author of The Other Side: 5 Rules for Leading with Influence. 
Jason has had the pleasure of working with a number of small and large clients, including the Taylor 
Corporation, Jack Links, FedEx, McAfee, Pearson, Sun Life, and several associations.   
Jason currently lives in Owatonna, Minnesota with his wife and four kids. 
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